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ABSTRACT: Pore space partition, especially the one
using C3-symmetric 2,4,6-tri(4-pyridyl)-1,3,5-triazine as
pore-partition agent in MIL-88 type (the acs net), has
been shown to dramatically enhance CO2 uptake to near-
record values. The continued advance in property
engineering via pore space partition would depend on
intelligent design of both framework components and
pore-partition agent. Here, we report a new advance in the
design of pore-partition agent by demonstrating a
symmetry-guided pathway to develop a large variety of
di- and trinuclear 1,2,4-triazolate-based clusters for use as
pore-partition agent. The use of metal−organic clusters
(instead of organic ligands) as pore-partition agent gives
rise to many new pore-partitioned materials with huge
compositional variety. The full assembly involves the
simultaneous formation of two separate coordination
architectures (i.e., the 3-D acs framework and 0-D
triazolate clusters) and the eventual welding between the
acs framework and triazolate clusters. The wide range of
new compositions and structures provides a high degree of
tunability in gas sorption properties.

The synthesis of new crystalline porous materials is a
cornerstone for advanced applications.1−12 Recently we

reported a pore-space-partition strategy involving the insertion
of C3-symmetric 2,4,6-tri(4-pyridyl)-1,3,5-triazine (tpt) ligand
into MIL-88-type structures (the acs net) to generate a new
framework type, denoted pacs (partitioned acs) (Figure 1a).13,14

The key to achieve pacs structures is the use of a pore-partition
agent whose symmetry (C3-symmetric) and size match well with
the parent framework. We further found that the symmetry
matching is a more important design parameter than the size
matching because the softness of MIL-88 type structures relaxes
the size-matching requirement between its channel size and the
size of pore-partition agent.
Compared to previously reported pore-partitioned exam-

ples,10 our ligand-insertion method on the acs platform
introduces modularity because individual control over parent
framework and pore-partition agent can be achieved. Such
modularity leads to a pacs-based platform whose multiple
modules can be separately replaced or tuned to generate
practically numerous distinct new MOFs under the same
building regime. In this work, we demonstrate the power of
this platform by revealing new members of the pacs family
prepared through synthesis routes that are distinctly different
from that used for making members of tpt-pacs.

The synthesis of tpt-pacs relies on metal-free organic ligands
as pore-partition agent. While organic ligands can be diverse,
even more diversity can be achieved by combining organic and
inorganic units. Here, we report a symmetry-guided cooperative
coordination strategy to develop new pacs members using a
variety of in situ formed, C3-symmetric, di- or trinuclear 1,2,4-
triazolate clusters as pore-partition agent. Compared to tpt-pacs,
this new strategy has the following features introduced by pore-
partition agent: (i) it uses much cheaper and readily available
azolate ligands that are more diverse than tpt-type ligands, (ii) it
introduces two extra types of metal clusters (i.e., di- and
trinuclear triazolate clusters) that permits greater property
engineering (including catalytic or magnetic), and (iii) it
introduces a novel method of controlling the type, location,
and orientation of open metal sites through pore-partition agent
(i.e., triazolate clusters) as compared to those located on the
primary framework.
While our new design concept is simple and modular, the

actual synthesis entails a complex multicomponent system. The
full assembly involves simultaneous formation of two separate
coordination architectures (i.e., the 3-D acs type metal−organic
framework and 0-D di- or trinuclear metal−organic clusters) in a
dual-metal and dual-ligand mixture and the eventual welding
between them. To achieve the desired goal, all the components
have to work cooperatively. In this work, we have explored a large
variety of chemical combinations, leading to a new generation of
pacs family of materials with highly tunable properties.
Specifically, we demonstrate the use of various 1,2,4-triazolate

(trz) clusters as pore-partition agent. There are two known types
of triazolate clusters with C3 symmetry, a paddlewheel dimer and
a planar trimer.15 As shown here for the first time, both clusters
can be used for pore-partition agent, leading to two families of
materials denoted as trz-pacs-D (Figure 1c, D = dimer) and trz-
pacs-T (Figure 1d, T = trimer). In addition, a new type of pacs
materials prepared by a new mechanism (through bonding
between pyridyl sites on the acs framework and metal ions at the
channel centers, Figure 1b,e) are also presented here. All
structures were determined by single-crystal X-ray diffraction.
The trz-pacs-D family has a general formula of [(M1)3O-

(L1)3][(M2)2(L2)3X6] (X = H2O or Cl−), where [(M1)3O-
(L1)3] represents the formula of the acs net and
[(M2)2(L2)3X6] is the formula of triazolate dimer (Figure 1c).
In the acs framework,M1 is a metal or a combination of different
metal ions capable of forming trimers (in this work, only Fe, In,
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and In/Co are selected to make the scope manageable) and L1 is
a dicarboxylate such as terephthalate (bdc) or its derivatives. In
the triazolate dimer, M2 is a metal or metal combinations that
can form triazolate dimers (here, In, Zn, Ni, Co, Fe, Mn, Mg, and
In/Co are chosen) and L2 refers to 1,2,4-triazolate (trz) or its
derivatives. Some M2/L2 combinations (e.g., indium triazolate
dimer) achieved here were not known in the literature,
suggesting that the co-assembly between the acs net and pore-
partition agent has synergistic effects and can stabilize clusters
previously not known to exist.
Unlike tpt-pacs with planar and stretched organic pore-

partition agent, dinuclear triazolate clusters in trz-pacs-D are
nonplanar and quite compact in size because two metal ions are
aligned along the channel direction. The overall size of the dimer,
as projected onto ab plane is smaller than tpt, leading to a smaller
a axis (∼14.0 Å in trz-pacs-D vs ∼16.7 Å in tpt-pacs).
The trz-pacs-T family is made from planar trinuclear triazolate

clusters (Figure 1d). Its a axis (∼15.8 Å) is larger than that in trz-
pacs-D, but smaller than that in tpt-pacs. So far, two new
structures have beenmade with Ag and Cu in planar trimers. One
is heterometallic In/Ag structure with the formula [In3O(bdc)3]-
[Ag3(trz)3](NO3). Another is the heterometallic Fe/Cu
structure with the formula [Fe3O(dhbdc)3][Cu3O-
(trz)3(OH)2(H2O)7]. While copper triazolate cluster has a μ3-
O core, silver trimer has an empty core.

In the three pacs families (tpt-pacs, trz-pacs-D, and trz-pacs-
T), three pyridyl groups used for pore space partition are located
on pore-partition agent inside the channel. Herein we show a
new mechanism for pore space partition (Figure 1b). With this
new mechanism, the pyridyl functionality is located on the acs
framework made from 3,5-dicarboxylpyridine (pydc), and metal
ions (i.e., Cu+ or Ag+) capable of adopting C3-symmetric
coordination geometry (Figure 1e) are used as pore-partition
agent. Two new structures in heterometallic In/Ag and Mg/Cu
compositions were synthesized with the formula of Ag[In3O-
(pydc)3](NO3)2 and Cu[Mg3(OH)(pydc)3], respectively.
It is interesting to compare the four pacs families. While pydc-

pacs adopts a three-nodal 3,3,6-connected net, tpt-pacs, trz-
pacs-D, and trz-pacs-T share the same two-nodal 3,9-connected
net (Figure S11). Importantly, there is a systematic trend in the
number of metal ions needed for pore-partition agent. While tpt-
pacs requires no metal ions for pore-partition agent, pydc-pacs,
trz-pacs-D, and trz-pacs-T require one, two, and three metals,
respectively.
The impact of our different pore space partition methods on

open metal sites (OMS) is dramatic because both location,
orientation, and density of OMS are affected. In addition, greater
hydrothermal stability can be achieved by shifting open-metal
sites from the framework metal sites to the triazolate cluster at
the channel center (Figure S24). In tpt-pacs, all open metal sites

Figure 1. (Top) Two schemes to create pacs structures: (a) through framework open metal sites and (b) through framework open pyridyl site on 3,5-
dicarboxylpyridine. Structures of pore-partition agents (middle) and 3-D partitioned frameworks (bottom) of (c) trz-pacs-D, (d) trz-pacs-T and (e)
pydc-pacs. Color code: gold, M1 from acs net; cyan, M2 from pore-partition agent; red, O; blue, N; gray, C. ipa = isophthalate.
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on the acs framework are occupied by pore-partition agent,
which is also the case for trz-pacs-D and trz-pacs-T platforms.
However, the design method for trz-pacs platforms compensates
such loss withOMS on pore-partition agent. As a result, trz-pacs-
D (with bdc ligand) has a maximum of 12 OMS per unit cell (or
∼3.9 OMS/nm3), and trz-pacs-T (also with bdc ligand) has a
maximum of 18 OMS per unit cell and the OMS density can
reach as high as ∼5.0 OMS/nm3. For pydc-pacs, the value is
∼2.5 OMS/nm3. In comparison, the OMS density in MOF-74
and HKUST-1 is ∼4.5 OMS/nm3 and 2.6 OMS/nm3,
respectively. Finally, the Platon calculation shows ∼49.2% of
the free pore volume in trz-pacs-T (without coordinated
solvent) and ∼42.7% in trz-pacs-D, in comparison with
∼47.5% in tpt-pacs (based on the same bdc ligand). For all
members of the pacs platform, the free pore volume can have a
large range due to the tunability in L1 and L2 ligands.
A prominent feature of the pacs platform is huge composi-

tional tunability offered by their modular building schemes. Both
trz-pacs-D and trz-pacs-T are tunable in all their components,
M1,M2, L1, and L2 (Table S1), which is made easy and practical
because all these components are in common chemical forms
(simple dicarboxylate and triazolate, trigonal prismatic trimers
and paddlewheel dimers). The diversity of metal species in trz-
pacs can not only be achieved in trigonal prismatic clusters in acs
net but also in triazolate clusters. Using trz-pacs-D as an example,
in this study, we have obtained this type (with a general formula
as [(M1)3O(bdc)3][(M2)2(trz)3X6], X = H2O or Cl−) in eight
different M1/M2 combinations (In/Zn, In/Mn, In/Co, In/Ni,
In/In, Fe/Mg, Fe/Ni Fe/Fe, hbdc was used in Fe-containing
compounds) (Table S2 and Figure S18). Considering the solvent
on M2 is potentially removable, the abundant choice of M2
makes trz-pacs-D an ideal platform to probe how gas sorption

properties can be tuned by metal types. Finally, the various
combinations between dimers and trimers could produce an
enormous variety of heterometallic inorganic compositions on
the same platform.
For certainM1/M2 combinations in trz-pacs-D, theM1/M2

ratio can be tuned, leading to alloy-like phenomenon on this
platform (Table S3). Interestingly, some metal ions (such as In,
Ni, Co, Fe, Mn) can form both trigonal prism trimers on the acs
framework and triazolate dimers on the pore-partition agent.
Thus, it is possible to systematically change the ratio between
two metals. Here, In/Co was used to demonstrate such
tunability. By controlling the In/Co molar ratio in the starting
synthesis mixtures (5:0, 4:1. 3.5:1.5, 3:2, 2.5:2.5, 2:3, 1:4), seven
compounds were obtained. The energy-dispersive X-ray spec-
troscopy (EDS) study shows that the In/Co ratio in the
crystalline product matches well with the initial ratio in the
synthesis (Figure S17).
Another advantage of the pacs platform is that both

dicarboxylate and triazolate ligands are simple, inexpensive,
and modular, which allows easy replacement by their derivatives
with different substituents. Meanwhile, L1 and L2 ligands play
very different structural roles. Thus, trz-pacs provides an
excellent platform to study the effect of functional groups on
gas sorption properties. In this work, we obtained seven different
L1/L2 combinations in trz-pacs-D (bdc/trz, bdc/atrz, bdc/
datrz, hbdc/trz, hbdc/atrz, dhbdc/trz, ndc/trz) at the fixed In:Co
ratio of 3:2 (Table S4).
The trz-pacs-D family was chosen as the platform for gas

sorption studies. Gas sorption properties are studied on samples
with different combinations M1/M2 or L1/L2, as well as on
samples with variableM1/M2 ratios. First, CO2 and H2 sorption
was performed with seven compounds containing differentM1/

Figure 2. Gas sorption studies on trz-pacs-D structure platform. (a−c) Volumetric CO2 uptake measured at 273 K. (d−f) Volumetric H2 uptake
measured at 77 K, for trz-pacs-D compounds with three different sets of composition control, which are [M13O(bdc)3][M22(trz)3X6] in differentM1/
M2 combinations (except for Fe/Fe, Fe/Mg, Fe/Ni samples, in which hbdc was used instead of bdc), [M3O(bdc)3][M2(trz)3X6] (M = In, Co, or In/Co
mixture) in different In/Co ratios, and [In3O(L1)3][Co2(L2)3X6] in different L1/L2 ligand combinations, respectively (X = H2O, Cl

−, or their
combinations).
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M2 combinations and two unsubstituted L1/L2 ligands (bdc and
trz). Since all these compounds have similar unit cell parameters,
it is appropriate to use volumetric uptake capacity for
comparison. At 1 atm and 273 K, the CO2 uptake can be
tuned from 44.5 cm3/cm3 to 129.7 cm3/cm3 in the increasing
order of Fe/Fe, Fe/Mg, In/Mn, Fe/Ni, In/In, In/Co, and In/Ni
(Figure 2a). The Qst obtained from CO2 sorption isotherms at
273 and 298 K shows a higher value than Qst in tpt-pacs
structures (∼22 kJ/mol). The Qst at zero loading ranges from 25
to 29 kJ/mol (Figure S23a). These Qst values remain stable with
increasing loading. Similarly, H2 sorption at 77 K also shows a
great tunability by varying M1/M2 combination (Figure 2d).
In addition to different M1/M2 combinations, gas sorption

performance can be tuned by varying theM1/M2 ratio as shown
by trz-pacs-D with different In/Co ratios and two unsubstituted
L1/L2 ligands (bdc and trz). CO2 uptake at 1 atm and 273 K
increases dramatically with increasing In/Co ratio (from 53.2
cm3/cm3 for In/Co ratio at 1:4 to 146.7 cm3/cm3 for In/Co ratio
of 4:1) (Figure 2b). However, for the all-indium compound
(indium in both trimer and dimer), the CO2 uptake capacity
decreases again, compared to the sample with the 4:1 In/Co
ratio. Interestingly, the Qst has an opposite trend. The one with
the highest sorption capacity (In/Co = 4/1) has the lowest Qst
(∼24.3 kJ/mol). With decreasing In/Co ratio, the Qst increases
slightly to ∼32.0 kJ/mol for 1:4 sample. On the other hand, the
Qst for all-indium sample falls to ∼28.8 kJ/mol (Figure S23b).
The effect of the In/Co ratio is even more pronounced on H2
sorption. While samples with the In/Co 3:2 and 4:1 ratios show a
relatively high uptake capacity (21.7 g/L and 24.0 g/L), samples
with other three ratios show significantly lower capacity (<∼4.0
g/L) (Figure 2e).
Gas sorption properties can also be tuned by L1/L2

combinations. With two −NH2 groups on trz (i.e., L1/L2 =
bdc/datrz), the CO2 sorption at 1 atm and 273 K is increased by
29% from 128.3 cm3/cm3 (for bdc/trz) to 165.8 cm3/cm3 (for
bdc/datrz). Similarly, with one−OHgroup on bdc (i.e., L1/L2 =
hbdc/trz), the value increased 42% to 181.7 cm3/cm3 (Figure
2c). Also observed is the enhanced Qst during the entire gas
loading process, indicating steadily stronger interaction between
the framework and CO2 when −NH2 and −OH groups are
present (Figure S23c). Similar tuning is observed for H2 sorption
(Figure 2f).
In summary, we have introduced new pore space partition

strategies, leading to three novel pacs series, namely trz-pacs-D,
trz-pacs-T, and pydc-pacs. They distinguish themselves from
earlier tpt-pacs by much richer heterometallic compositions, as
well as incorporation of high density of open metal sites. They
also demonstrate a modular design principle which will help
advance the pacs family and pore space partition methods in
general. Furthermore, we show trz-pacs as a versatile platform
capable of encompassing practically numerous chemically
distinct materials with tunable properties. We have demonstrated
how gas sorption properties can be tuned by multivariable
control over their compositions. Such wide range of composi-
tional tunability would allow the modulation of not only gas
sorption properties but also many other properties such as
catalysis, separation, or magnetic properties, nearly all of which
remain to be explored.
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